Understanding the AC conductivity and permittivity of trapdoor chabazites for future development of next-generation gas sensors
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Abstract

Synthetic K⁺ chabazite (KCHA), Cs⁺ chabazite (CsCHA) and Zn²⁺ chabazite (ZnCHA) have been synthesized and investigated in order to relate the differences in their crystalline structures to their thermal stability, moisture content and frequency dependent alternating current (AC) conductivity, permittivity and phase angle at a range of temperatures. The materials are shown to exhibit the universal dielectric response, which is typical of materials consisting of both conductive and insulating regions. Due to the presence of porosity the three chabazites were hydrated significantly at room temperature and so the dehydrated state was achieved by heating the chabazites to high temperatures to ensure that all different energetic types of water were removed. Cation migration activation energies for KCHA (0.66 ± 0.10) eV, CsCHA (0.88 ± 0.01) eV and ZnCHA (0.90 ± 0.01) eV were determined during the cooling cycle from the fully dehydrated state to provide an accurate measurement of the activation energies. Good thermal stability of the materials was observed up to 710 °C and below 200 °C the electrical properties can be strongly influenced by hydration level. Overall, it was determined that when either hydrated or dehydrated, KCHA had the highest conductivity and lowest cation migration activation energy of the three studied chabazites and thus has the most promising electrical properties for potential use as a gas sensing material in next-generation electrical-based gas sensors.
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1. Introduction

Zeolites are porous aluminosilicate minerals with large extra-framework sites that can incorporate both exchangeable cations and water molecules [1]. They are described by the simplified formula $\text{M}_{2n}\text{O}.\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3.3\text{SiO}_2.w\text{H}_2\text{O}$ where $n$ is the charge of the cation M and $w$ is the amount of water contained in the voids [2]. In addition, some of the Si and Al atoms can be replaced by atoms of other elements that form tetrahedral $\text{TO}_4$ units; examples include Ti and B [3]. These materials are used in many industrial processes for adsorption, catalysis, ion exchange or as molecular sieves [4]. Zeolites have also been used as the active gas detecting element in a wide range of detector and/or sensor systems [5].

Chabazite (CHA) zeolites form one of the 82 accepted zeolite mineral topologies [6], and is an abundant natural mineral, but can also be readily synthesized [7]. The chabazite framework consists of an ordered arrangement of $\text{SiO}_4$ and $\text{AlO}_4$ tetrahedra forming three different types of rings, as shown in Figure 1a, which shows four (4MR), six (6DR), and eight-membered rings (8MR). Double 6-rings (6DR) are arranged in layers in an ABC sequence and linked by tilted 4-rings [8].
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The favoured positions of different cations in chabazite results in different properties for the different cation forms of chabazite, which makes chabazite materials attractive for several processes and applications. For example, in CsCHA, the Cs$^+$ cations can act as selective aperture ‘trapdoors’, which have been successfully utilised for gas and gaseous isotope separations [9–11]. This selective ‘trapdoor’ behaviour in chabazite is a potentially attractive functional attribute in a gas selective material for sensing applications.

Previous studies [12,13] of several forms of ion-exchanged chabazite show that cations may be located at four different positions: one at the center of the 6DR prism (SI), one at the entrance of the 6DR prism, but displaced relative to the supercavity (SII), one in the supercavity at the four-ring window (SIII), and one in the eight-ring window of the channel (SIII'); these are shown in Figure 1b.
In this study, synthetic K\(^+\), Cs\(^+\) and Zn\(^{2+}\) chabazites have been investigated in order to relate the differences in their crystalline structures to their thermal stability, and frequency dependent electrical properties as a function of temperature. KCHA and CsCHA were chosen as both exhibit selective aperture trapdoor behavior for different gases [9]. ZnCHA was chosen to elucidate the effect of a divalent cation on the electrical properties of the chabazite and ZnCHA has also been demonstrated to exhibit greater CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) selectivity compared to chabazites with other divalent counter cations [26]. This is ultimately to elucidate the suitability of these chabazites as potential gas
selective/sensing materials, for example in ionic conductivity based gas sensors [27]. In particular, this work utilizes impedance spectroscopy, a technique which has been previously used to investigate long-range ionic conductivity of microporous materials and to screen porous materials for sensing applications, with a focus on the alternating current (AC) conductivity, permittivity and phase angle of these chabazites, over a temperature range of 30 °C to 710 °C [28,29]. It should be noted that has been previously established, that neither the Si/Al ratio, nor the diameter of crystallites would result in the observed differences in conductivity of these zeolites [21,30,31]

2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials synthesis

Chemicals, materials and solvents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and used as obtained, unless otherwise described.

The parent chabazite (KNaCHA) was synthesized from zeolite Y by heating 5 g of zeolite Y in vacuo at 450 °C for 6 h, at a heating rate of 2 °C min⁻¹. ~4 g of dry zeolite Y was added to a solution of 31.6 ml H₂O and 4.3 ml KOH (45% w/v). The resulting mixture was agitated for 30 seconds before heating at 95 °C for 96 h. The overall gel composition was 0.17 Na₂O:Al₂O₃:8 SiO²:500 H₂O. The product was then washed with 500 mL distilled water and dried at room temperature to obtain the target KNaCHA chabazite [32].

A 2 g mass of the as-synthesized chabazite was then ion-exchanged with either 1 M KCl solution (80 mL), 1 M CsCl solution (80 mL) or 1 M ZnCl₂ solution (40 mL) at 70 °C with stirring for 24 h to produce the K, Cs and Zn ion-exchanged CHA zeolites respectively. The products then were washed with water until the washings were at pH 7.

2.2. Materials Characterisation

Powder X-ray diffractometry, for identification and phase purity determination, was performed using a Phillips SEI diffractometer with a CuKα source (λ=1.540598 Å). Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) was performed on a Setaram Setsys Evolution on sample masses of ~5 mg. The samples were submitted to
heating and cooling cycles from room temperature (~21 °C) to 700 °C at a 5 °C.min⁻¹ heating rate under a flow of air. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was performed using an Oxford INCA X-ray analyser attached to a JEOL SEM6480LV scanning electron microscope.

In order to measure electrical properties, 0.5 cm diameter pellets consisting of the powders of the three chabazites were fabricated by compression for ca. 5 min at a pressure of 1 ton.cm⁻². Electrical contacts were deposited onto both sides of the disks by gold sputter coating to a thickness of ca. 100 nm.

The complex impedance ($Z^* = Z' + iZ''$) was measured in the frequency range 0.1 Hz – 1 MHz using a Solartron 1260 Impedance analyzer with a 1296 Dielectric Interface, over a range of temperatures from room temperature (~ 21 °C) to 710 °C. Care was taken to ensure dehydration of the water from the chabazites by using a two phase heating profile. A heating rate of 1 °C.min⁻¹ from ~21 °C to 710 °C was initially used, with a dwell of 20 min at each set measurement temperature; the temperature interval was 20 °C. After the heating phase, the dehydrated samples were subsequently cooled to room temperature and the complex impedance was measured again, as described above, from 710 °C to ~21 °C. The AC conductivity during the cooling phase was used to enable calculation of the cation migration activation energies.

The AC conductivity was calculated using the following equation,

$$\sigma = \frac{Z'}{Z'^2 + Z''^2} \cdot \frac{t}{A}$$

(Equation 1)

where $Z'$ and $Z''$ are the real and imaginary part of the impedance (ohms), $A$ is the area of the sample (m²) and $t$ is the sample thickness (m).

The real part of the relative permittivity, $\varepsilon$, was calculated using the following equation,

$$\varepsilon = \frac{Z''}{Z'^2 + Z''^2} \cdot \frac{t}{\omega . A . \varepsilon_0}$$

(Equation 2)
where $\omega$ is the angular frequency $= (2\pi f)$ (s$^{-1}$) and $\varepsilon_0$ is permittivity of free space (F m$^{-1}$).

Finally, the phase angle $\theta$ between current and voltage was determined from the following equation:

$$\theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{Z''}{Z'}\right)$$

(Equation 3)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Chemical composition and morphology of chabazite powders

All three of the as-synthesised CHA zeolites were determined to be crystalline and phase pure chabazites by indexing of the powder X-ray diffractograms; these are shown in Figure 2.
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The reflections of the XRD were indexed in the rhombohedral space group, $R\bar{3}m$, which is observed in the natural chabazite form [33]. The diffractograms of KCHA, CsCHA and ZnCHA match with diffractograms reported in the literature [11,26,34]. It should be noted it is known that upon cation exchange of KCHA to form CsCHA or ZnCHA, a proportion of residual potassium remains CsCHA and ZnCHA [35]. However, the resulting diffractograms of KCHA and CsCHA and ZnCHA do not show the presence of crystalline impurities and cation exchange did not greatly affect the observed spacings in the diffraction patterns.

3.2. Thermal stability of the synthesized chabazite powders

The thermal stability and dehydration of the three chabazites were examined by thermogravimetry analysis (TGA), from 21 °C to 700 °C, as shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the mass of all three materials decreased with increased temperature, which is attributed to the progressive removal of water molecules from different crystallographic sites. As shown in the works on natural chabazites by Fialips
and Zema, different energetic types of water exist in these materials [36,37]. In all samples, dehydration began as soon as the temperature was raised, however the thermal stability and mass variations are different for each material. Indeed, the thermal behavior is linked to the nature of the extra-framework cations. For the three materials, the mass decrease between 25 °C to 200 °C, is ascribed to loss of water molecules with low bonding strengths to the structural frameworks.
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While no other mass loss is observed for CsCHA after 200 °C, it is not the same for KCHA and ZnCHA. Between the temperature range 200 °C to 460 °C for KCHA and 200 °C to 550 °C for ZnCHA, the TGA curves display an additional mass loss that may be related to the loss of water molecules that are bound more strongly to the framework. Similar TGA curves have been previously reported.[38] The maximum percentage weight loss is 11.1% for CsCHA, 18.6% for KCHA and 19.6% for ZnCHA. The amount of H₂O and the nature of the dehydration reaction appear to be controlled largely by the hydration energy of extra-framework cations. This is in agreement with results of Bish on clinoptilolite and heulandite [39]. The ionic hydration enthalpies for Cs⁺, K⁺ and Zn²⁺ are -264 kJ mol⁻¹, -322 kJ mol⁻¹ and -2046 kJ mol⁻¹, respectively [40]. Therefore, due to the small hydration energy of Cs⁺, compared to K⁺ and Zn²⁺, CsCHA is less hydrated at room temperature and completely dehydrates at a lower temperature.

After thermal analysis up to 700 °C, the chabazite powders were again characterized by X-ray diffractometry to check for changes in the structure upon dehydration. The diffractograms for each sample, collected before and after thermogravimetric analysis, are compared in Figure 4 below. Heating of the ion-exchanged chabazites up to 700 °C, followed by cooling, does not lead to decomposition and there is no evidence for loss of crystallinity or changes to the rhombohedral symmetry from the XRD. As in this work, Barrer did not observe significant modification of the chabazite structure as a function of degree of hydration [41].
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3.3. Electrical properties during heating

The AC conductivity was measured experimentally by use of low-frequency impedance spectroscopy (<1MHz). The frequency dependent conductivity is usually expressed in the form of a universal dielectric response (UDR):

\[ \sigma(\omega) = \sigma(0) + A\omega^s \]

(Equation 4)

where \( \sigma(0) \) is the low frequency conductivity, \( \omega \) is angular frequency and \( A \) and \( s \) are constants, with \( 0 < s < 1 \). These two latter parameters are characteristic of the solid studied. The relative permittivity (\( \varepsilon \)) also follows typically a power-law decay such that \( \varepsilon \propto \omega^{3-1} \). This type of frequency response has been shown to be typical for a resistor-capacitor network (R-C) [42,43], and chabazite can be described in terms of its electrical response as a mixture of conductive regions (the resistors) and dielectric regions (the capacitors). At room temperature, as shown by thermogravimetry (Figure 3) and X-ray diffraction (Figure 4), adsorbed water exists in the chabazite structure and the water is coordinated with, and can modify the mobility of the cations. As proposed by Banys et al. [44], in mesoporous molecular sieve materials, water can be considered as the resistor and in hydrated chabazites, the insulating aluminosilicate framework structure of chabazite as the capacitor. Upon inclusion of water within the chabazite pores, the interaction of the cations with the anionic framework becomes weaker and the cations become more mobile in the applied electric field. Many authors have shown that residual water in the pores of zeolites can lead to increased conductivity [16,17].

The AC conductivity data for the three chabazite samples are shown in Figure 5. For clarity, only data at intervals of 100 °C are presented here. In the central range of frequencies (\( 10^2-10^4 \) Hz) there is a ‘plateau’ in AC conductivity with a relatively low frequency dependence that is identified with the bulk DC conductivity. The plateaus in the conductivities of the material in this intermediate frequency range exhibit shallow power law increases with frequency, these are described as ‘low frequency dispersions’ [45]. At lower frequencies (<\( 10^5 \) Hz), the AC conductivity falls due to electrode polarisation effects at
the electrodes which block the carriers associated with conductivity. At high frequencies (>10^5 Hz) there is a power law increase in conductivity, that is explained by the high frequency dispersion of the universal dielectric response (Eqn. 4). The DC conductivity plateau in Figure 5 initially decreases as the temperature is increased and becomes less temperature dependent at temperatures above 110°C; this decrease in conductivity with increasing temperature is likely to be a consequence of the loss of water within the structure of the hydrated chabazites. At the higher temperatures (>110 °C), where water has been removed from the materials structure, the frequency dependent properties are more representative of the materials itself. Electrode polarisation effects are observed at lower frequencies that correspond to a decrease in AC conductivity, especially for KCHA and CsCHA due the electrode blocking effect, and the AC conductivity typically becomes frequency dependent at frequencies above 10^4 Hz.

At room temperature, hydrated KCHA is the most conductive material and dehydrated KCHA is the most conductive at 710 °C. In addition, the same tendency is observed in the AC conductivity, as a function of temperature for all three chabazites (Figure 5). With increasing temperature, the values of conductivity decrease with increasing temperature before increasing to values beyond the initial room temperature values, as can be seen in Figure 5. This behaviour is less significant for ZnCHA for which the values at low temperature are similar. Gittings et al. attributed this ‘hysteresis’ behaviour to the removal of water at low temperatures for a hydroxyapatite material [46]. The thermal analyses (Figure 3) indicated a dehydration of CsCHA at a lower temperature than KCHA and ZnCHA. This trend was mirrored in the electrical measurement data - a lower critical temperature transition (from decreasing to increasing) for CsCHA than KCHA and ZnCHA was observed. This suggests that the hypothesis proposed by Gittings et al. on hydroxyapatite can also be applied to chabazites.

**Figure 6** shows the frequency dependent relative permittivity of the chabazite. Extremely large values of relative permittivity (>10^3) are observed at low frequencies. Large values of relative permittivity at low frequencies, and their rapid decrease with frequency, is a consequence of the observed low frequency dispersion in AC conductivity and its related effect on dielectric loss [47]. In addition to the continuous percolation paths of conducting phase (water at low temperatures or ions at higher temperatures) there are numerous incomplete percolation paths where small quantities of a dielectric/insulating phase are present. These small quantities of the dielectric phase can act to block the path for DC conduction; thereby acting
as microscale capacitors that lead to a large capacitance and high effective permittivity. At the highest frequencies the relative permittivity converges to a similar value since conduction is dominated by the capacitive displacement current contribution (since \(\omega C > R^{-1}\)) and is less dependent on the presence of water on other conduction mechanisms in this higher frequency range. At room temperature, values of 42.9, 31.3 and 32.3 are attained at 1 MHz for KCHA, CsCHA and ZnCHA respectively. These values are higher than the relative permittivity value of 8.7 for mineral chabazite powder reported by Rozenholtz [48] and this may be due to the contribution of conductivity the permittivity magnitude.

The phase shift, or phase angle \(\theta\), is the difference in phase between AC current and voltage. In a purely conductive material (or a perfect resistor) the current and voltage are in phase \((\theta = 0^\circ)\), while in a purely insulating material (or a perfect capacitor) the AC current lags AC voltage by 90\(^\circ\) \((\theta = -90^\circ)\). The frequency dependence of the phase in Figure 7 for the three chabazites indicates the three materials are never purely conductive nor purely capacitive across the whole frequency range for the temperatures examined here; this is very similar to the behavior of lead halide perovskite solar cell materials or wet ferroelectrics [47]. The frequency dependence of the phase has small negative values at \(-10^\circ\) across the intermediate frequency range \((10^3-10^5\text{ Hz})\) where the ‘plateau’ in AC conductivity is located, indicating this region to be predominantly conductive and carrier based, but since the phase is not zero there is a small capacitive displacement current contribution. This is likely to be due to incomplete paths for conduction of water in the structure, or ions at higher temperatures.

At higher frequencies \((>10^2-10^4\text{ Hz})\) the phase drops to \(-50^\circ\) or lower, which is consistent with the high frequency dispersion (Eqn. 4) that involves AC conduction throughout the bulk of the sample. The fall in phase angle moves to higher frequencies at the highest temperatures \((>400 ~^\circ\text{C})\) due to a higher conductivity (Figure 5) and higher frequencies are therefore needed for the condition \(\omega C > R^{-1}\), where there is a capacitive displacement current contribution. At the very low frequencies \(<10^2 \text{ Hz}\) there is also a fall in phase, corresponding to the decrease in conductivity that results from electrode polarisation effects caused by blocking electrodes. The ZnCHA exhibits the least phase shift (Figure 7) and decrease in conductivity (Figure 5) at the lower frequencies due to electrode blocking effects compared to the other two chabazites. Electrode polarization, and the resulting fall in AC conductivity and rise in permittivity, originates from mobile ions arriving at the metallic electrodes and accumulating in thin
layers just beneath the sample surface, thereby forming a ‘space-charge region’ [ref]. The mobility in this region may be higher in the ZnCHA. Other factors influencing electrode polarisation include specimen geometry and electrode type, but these are the same for all materials evaluated. Barrer et al. [21] did not report phase shift, but examined the loss angle (tan δ) as a function of frequency and temperature for sodium chabazite. They observed a peak in the frequency dependence of tan δ in the frequency range $10^3-10^4$ Hz; which corresponds to the location of minimum phase shift observed in our results in Figure 7. They also reported that the peak in tan δ moved to higher frequencies as the temperature was increased and is likely to be due to the same reasons outlined above.

3.4. Electrical properties during cooling
At high temperature, there is no adsorbed water, as can be seen from the thermogravimetric analysis (Figure 3) and conductivity data (Figure 5). At high temperature, according to R-C model, the ‘resistors’ can be considered as the ions participating in thermally activated hopping and the ‘capacitors’ can be considered as less mobile ions that could impede conduction. In this case the AC conductivity simply decreases with decreasing temperature due to the reduced number of thermally activated ions, see Figure 8. Below 210 °C the pattern is less clear and this is likely to be due to the adsorption of water into the chabazite structure. Again, high permittivities are observed at low frequency due to conductivity (Figure 9). The frequency dependence of the phase in Figure 10 continues to have small negative values at ~$10^6$ across the intermediate frequency ($10^3-10^5$ Hz) range where the plateau in conductivity is found. At higher frequencies the phase drops -50° or lower due to the high frequency dispersion above that involves
AC conduction throughout the bulk of the sample, and is similar during the heating cycle (Figure 7) for higher temperatures since the material is dehydrated for both conditions. The high frequency fall in phase is moved to lower frequencies on the cooling cycle in Figure 10 compared to Figure 7, since the material is less hydrated and has a lower conductivity; hence a lower frequency is needed for the condition $\omega C > R^{-1}$.

3.5. Activation energies for conduction

It can be stated that $\sigma_0$ obeys the Arrhenius law:

$$\sigma_0 = \frac{B}{T} \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{\Theta} \right)$$

(Equation 5)

where $B$ is the pre-exponential factor, $E_a$ is the activation energy and $\Theta = k_B T$, where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. By plotting $\ln \sigma_0$ at 0.1 Hz versus 1000/T during the cooling process, when there is no water in the system, from 710 °C to room temperature (~21 °C) for each ion-exchanged chabazite, an estimation of the activation energy can be achieved. This is shown in Figure 11 for the three chabazites, with each exhibit distinct slope = $-E_a/k_B$. The activation energy ($E_a$) was observed to decrease at lower temperatures (<200 °C) and can be attributed to partial rehydration of the chabazites at low temperature; this behaviour has been observed by Mogensen and Skou [49], and in Figure 8. Therefore, to calculate the values of $E_a$,
whilst avoiding the affect for rehydration, only the data during cooling from 710 °C and 230 °C is considered.

The activation energy for conduction $E_a$ is a complex quantity that is the sum of $E_d$, the energy for the creation of a mobile carrier and $E_m$, the energy required for ion migration from its trapping site and where $E_d << E_m$ in zeolites. The term $E_m$ represents the cation steric and coulombic potential energy barriers that a particular ion has to overcome for diffusion through the lattice, by a sequence of successful jumps onto vacant sites.

The conduction activation energy ($E_a$) for KCHA, over the temperature range 710-230 °C, is $(0.66 \pm 0.10)$ eV. As the chabazite is fully exchanged, this is attributed to the activation energy of $K^+$ cations. The highest conductivity of KCHA is linked to the lowest activation energy. The activation energy for CsCHA, over the temperature range 710-230 °C, is $(0.88 \pm 0.01)$ eV. This value is higher than the conduction activation energy of KCHA, and is consistent with the lower measured conductivity. In the literature, the activation energy for cation transport in zeolites has been investigated, and it has been shown that $E_a$ is dependent on the nature of the cations [21,30,50]. Beattie [20] measured activation energies for dehydrated ion-exchanged $K^+$ and $Cs^+$ chabazites, who also observed that the conductivity of Cs-exchanged chabazite was lower than K-exchanged chabazite, and the conduction activation energy for Cs-exchanged chabazite was also higher than the conduction activation energy for K-exchanged chabazite. The ionic radius of $Cs^+ (0.167\text{nm})$ is higher than that of $K^+ (0.138\text{nm})$, thus compared to $K^+$ the coulombic attraction between $Cs^+$ ions and the lattice decreases, but the effect of cation-cation repulsions and steric effects would impede the hopping of $Cs^+$ ions along the channels within the framework. Thus this explains the higher conduction activation energy for $Cs^+$ than $K^+$.

The activation energy for ZnCHA, over the temperature range 710-230 °C, is slightly (i.e. $0.90 \pm 0.01$ eV) larger than the conduction activation energy for $Cs^+$ in CsCHA. The activation energy for ZnCHA, over the temperature range 710-230 °C, is significantly larger than the activation energy for KCHA, despite $K^+$ and $Zn^{2+}$ locating in 6MR sites in the respective chabazites. Compared to the $K^+$ cation, each $Zn^{2+}$ cation is associated with two aluminium ions and $Zn^{2+}$ has the smaller relative ionic radius (0.074 nm), thus the coulombic interaction with the framework is much stronger, and thus is proposed to be the
reason why the conduction activation energy is higher. In corroboration, it has been demonstrated that activation energies are higher for divalent cations compared to monovalent cations in Y-type faujasites [51].

Conclusions
The extra-framework cations within chabazites exhibit an interesting ‘trapdoor’ phenomenon upon interaction with guest gas molecules, therefore this holds promise for use of these materials as selective sensing materials in next generation electrical-based gas sensors. To fully understand the fundamental electrical properties of some chabazites that have exhibited the ‘trapdoor’ effect, this paper provides a detailed characterisation of the frequency dependent conductivity and permittivity of chabazite materials. Although previous studies have been devoted to electrical properties of zeolites, comparison is difficult as the methods of preparation, the elemental composition and hydration of the compounds are often poorly detailed. The synthesis and characterisation of three ion-exchanged chabazites, KCHA, CsCHA and ZnCHA, along with the electrical behaviour of the zeolites as a function of the temperature was presented. Due to the influence of hydration of the electrical properties the materials was thermally cycled to assess the material in the hydrated and dehydrated state. This was complemented with thermogravimetric studies. The CsCHA exhibited the lowest hydration level for measurements of mass loss during heating, this was also observed in the electrical measurements since the CsCHA material exhibited the lowest AC conductivity at room temperature. Upon heating, the initial decrease in AC conductivity was associated with water loss and the increase in conductivity at higher temperatures was associated with improved ionic conductivity. The materials exhibited the universal dielectric response which is typical of materials consisting of both conductive and insulating regions, typical of a resistor-capacitor (R-C) network, where regions of adsorbed water or ions participating in thermally activated hopping are the ‘resistors’ and regions of the aluminosilicate framework backbone act as ‘capacitors’. Due to porosity the three chabazites were hydrated significantly at room temperature, thus in order to make assertions about the alkali metal cation conduction in these materials, it was necessary to investigate the
samples in the dehydrated state during cooling from high temperatures. The dehydrated state was achieved by heating the chabazites to a high temperature - heating to 710 °C ensured that all different energetic types of water were removed and guaranteed a crystallised sample with a rhombohedral symmetry. Activation energies for KCHA (0.66 ± 0.10) eV, CsCHA (0.88 ± 0.01) eV and ZnCHA (0.90 ± 0.01) eV were determined. KCHA is a fully-exchanged chabazite with only K⁺ cations as the extra-framework cations, whereas in the case of CsCHA and ZnCHA, residual K⁺ cations are present in addition to Cs⁺ and Zn²⁺ cations, respectively (Table S1, Supplementary Information). However, despite this, the global density of cations in the three chabazites is almost the same. Furthermore, Cs⁺ and Zn²⁺ cations are less mobile than K⁺ and hamper the hopping of residual K⁺ cations via the conduction paths.

The electrical properties of all three chabazites below 200 °C were strongly influenced by hydration. Overall, it was determined that when either hydrated or dehydrated, KCHA had the highest conductivity and lowest cation migration activation energy of the three studied chabazites and thus has the most promising electrical properties for potential use as a gas sensing material in next-generation electrical-based gas sensors.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: Framework diagram of a chabazite zeolite. Orange = Si or Al, grey = O. a) The three different types of rings: 4MR = red, 6DR = blue, 8MRs = peach. b) The four cation site preferences

Figure 2: X-ray powder diffraction patterns of CsCHA (blue), KCHA (orange) and ZnCHA (green)

Figure 3: TGA curves of KCHA, CsCHA and ZnCHA when heating from 21 °C to 700 °C

Figure 4: Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction pattern before and after thermal analyses for CsCHA, KCHA and ZnCHA

Figure 5: AC conductivity versus frequency during heating for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA (c) ZnCHA. For all three plots: 30 °C = grey closed circle ●; 110 °C = open circle ○; 210 °C grey closed downward triangle ▼; 310 °C = open upward triangle Δ; 410 °C = grey closed square ■; 510 °C = open square □; 610 °C = grey closed diamond ♦ and 710 °C = open diamond ◊.

Figure 6: Relative permittivity versus frequency during heating for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA (c) ZnCHA. For all three plots: 30 °C = grey closed circle ●; 110 °C = open circle ○; 210 °C grey closed downward triangle ▼; 310 °C = open upward triangle Δ; 410 °C = grey closed square ■; 510 °C = open square □; 610 °C = grey closed diamond ♦ and 710 °C = open diamond ◊.

Figure 7: Phase angle versus frequency during heating for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA (c) ZnCHA. For all three plots: 30 °C = grey closed circle ●; 110 °C = open circle ○; 210 °C grey closed downward triangle ▼; 310 °C = open upward triangle Δ; 410 °C = grey closed square ■; 510 °C = open square □; 610 °C = grey closed diamond ♦ and 710 °C = open diamond ◊.
**Figure 8:** Ac conductivity versus frequency during cooling for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA(c) ZnCHA. For all three plots: 30 °C = grey closed circle ●; 110 °C = open circle ○; 210 °C grey closed downward triangle ▼; 310 °C = open upward triangle Δ; 410 °C = grey closed square ■; 510 °C = open square □; 610 °C = grey closed diamond ♦ and 710 °C = open diamond ◊.

**Figure 9:** Relative permittivity versus frequency during cooling for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA(c) ZnCHA. For all three plots: 30 °C = grey closed circle ●; 110 °C = open circle ○; 210 °C grey closed downward triangle ▼; 310 °C = open upward triangle Δ; 410 °C = grey closed square ■; 510 °C = open square □; 610 °C = grey closed diamond ♦ and 710 °C = open diamond ◊.

**Figure 10:** Phase angle versus frequency during cooling for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA (c) ZnCHA. For all three plots: 30 °C = grey closed circle ●; 110 °C = open circle ○; 210 °C grey closed downward triangle ▼; 310 °C = open upward triangle Δ; 410 °C = grey closed square ■; 510 °C = open square □; 610 °C = grey closed diamond ♦ and 710 °C = open diamond ◊.

**Figure 11:** Arrhenius plot of natural log (ln) of bulk conductivity (cond.) multiplied by temperature (temp.), against 1000/T, for (a) KCHA (b) CsCHA and (c) ZnCHA.
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